VANITY PLANET

Exfora
Personal Microdermabrasion Wand

USER GUIDE
## Meet Exfora

Exfora is your at-home microdermabrasion wand that uses medical-grade, diamond-encrusted tips to expertly exfoliate and suction away dead skin cells (and other impurities) that can clog your pores, leading to inflammation, spots, blackheads and acne breakouts.

At the same time, it stimulates your skin, promoting circulation, accelerating skin tissue development and collagen production.
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The customizable suction strength lets you select your comfort level while the smart screen directs your experience, tracks your Auto Mode time and monitors your suction strength and battery charge.

Unlike chemical microdermabrasion, Exfora is gentler on your skin and is ideal for those who are especially sensitive. Make Exfora a part of your weekly skincare routine to help reduce the appearance of wrinkles, promote even skin tone, fight acne, shrink pores and improve the absorption of your favorite skincare products.

Includes

- Exfora—Personal Microdermabrasion Wand
- Charging Base
- USB Cord
- Normal Head
- Fine Head
- Body Head
- Massage Head
- Upkeep Brush
- Filters (30)
- Rubber Gaskets (5)
There are two ways to charge your Exfora:

1. Place the wand in the groove of the charging base, fitting the device onto the pin. Then, insert the USB cord.

2. Insert the USB cord directly into the bottom of the wand.

The Charging Indicator on the LCD screen will appear full when the device is fully charged (but there won’t be an indicator light). This usually takes three hours.

When the battery is low, the Charging Indicator will flash on the LCD screen and will be accompanied by beeping. After this, Exfora will change to standby mode and turn off after ten seconds.
Prep

We recommend using Exfora at night. Why? Night, specifically during sleep, is when our skin begins to heal. Also, at night, we're more likely to apply restorative skincare products rather than makeup.

Wash your face before using Exfora. This will remove makeup and other impurities, helping to enhance your exfoliating experience.

Make sure to start with the first suction level (on your arm) to test your skin's sensitivity.

Instructions

WARNING: If you have overly sensitive skin, are taking a dermatologist-related medication or are undergoing treatment, are pregnant or have pre-existing medical conditions, please consult your physician before using Exfora.

1. To turn Exfora on, press the Power Button—the LCD screen will light up and the wand will enter standby mode.
2. Choose the mode you would like to use:
   a. Auto Mode
   b. Manual Mode
3. Press the Start/Pause Button. Then, let the head gently suction your skin, making sure that it's perpendicular to the surface while moving the device as directed by the LCD screen. Try not to hover over a single spot for too long and, if possible, use your free hand to hold your skin taught and firm—this will make Exfora even more effective.
4. You can adjust the suction level by pressing either the Up or Down Arrow while the system is on. Level 1 is the weakest while level 3 provides the strongest suction.
5. Feel free to pause the wand at any time with the Start/Pause Button. Exfora will turn off shortly after.
AUTO MODE
This mode guides you through a quick, four-minute session that leaves you with cleaner and healthier looking skin. Throughout the session, Exfora will beep when it’s time to move on to the next area of your face. If you’d like to adjust the suction strength while in Auto Mode, simply use the Up or Down Arrow.

FOUR MINUTES TO CLEANER, HEALTHIER SKIN

CHEEKS
Gently move from nose outward. Lasts for one minute.

FOREHEAD
Gently move from middle of forehead out towards temples. Lasts for 30 seconds.

NOSE
Gently move up and down sides and middle of nose. Lasts for 30 seconds.

TEMPLES
Gently move side to side. Lasts for 30 seconds.

JAW
Gently move up and down jaw line. Lasts for 30 seconds.

NECK
Gently move up and down neck. Lasts for one minute.

Instructions Continued

Looking to skip a specific area?
1. Press the Start/Pause Button
2. Press the Up or Down Arrow to pick the area you would like to focus on
3. Press the Start/Pause Button again

MANUAL MODE
This mode has a cap of 10 minutes and is perfect for tackling areas like your neck, collarbone, arms, stomach, hands, legs and feet. However, we don’t recommend using it elsewhere.

We don’t recommend focusing on a specific area of your body for more than 90 seconds.
Reimagine Your Routine

NORMAL HEAD
The standard size that’s perfect for your cheeks, forehead, jaw, nose and neck. Use it once a week.

MASSAGE HEAD
Ideal for promoting blood circulation and collagen production. It can be used as often as you like.

FINE HEAD
Get those hard-to-reach spots like around your nose and in between crevices. Use it once a week.

BODY HEAD
Other parts of the body benefit from occasional microdermabrasion. Use this head once a week on areas like your arms, legs, stomach and back.

Upkeep

- First, pull the head off the device.
- Then, use the Upkeep Brush and rubbing alcohol (isopropyl) or warm water to clean the surface and surrounding area. Make sure to rinse it with warm water if you cleaned the head with alcohol.
- After the head has dried, remove the filter from the circular storage area and replace it.
- Last, reattach the head to the device.
FAQ

Does Exfora work well with other skincare products?
After using the wand, we recommend using calming moisturizers, hydration serums or sunscreen. Make sure to avoid using Exfora with dermatologist-prescribed medications and abrasive skincare products.

When shouldn’t I use Exfora?
Don’t use Exfora if you have excessive acne, overly sensitive skin, cold sores, blisters, open wounds, fungal infections or skin conditions, like rosacea, seborrheic dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis, convex moles, herpes, inflammation or redness. If you are unsure if you should use Exfora, please consult your physician first.

Can I use Exfora if I’m pregnant?
We recommend consulting your physician first.

How often should I use Exfora?
We recommend using Exfora no more than once a week. If you’re using the Massage Head, you can use the wand as often as you like.

FAQ Continued

How long should each microdermabrasion session be?
We recommend four minutes or less (depending on your comfort level).

When should I replace the heads/gaskets/filters?
The heads should be replaced about every six months or so. If the rubber gasket grows loose or is damaged, you can replace it at any time. The filters should be replaced after each use. And, the included supply of filters should last six months (depending on use).

The suction is too strong for me—what should I do?
We recommend starting at the first suction level. If you feel like the suction is at an uncomfortable level, you can lower it as you see fit.
One-Year Warranty

All of our products come with a one-year warranty. Should the product contain manufacturer defects or if it does not work upon arrival, this warranty covers a max of two replacements within one year from the date you received your order. This warranty does not cover physical damage from misuse or accidental damage to the product. We will only honor warranty claims of purchases made from Vanity Planet or authorized dealers.

30-DAY CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
If it doesn’t work for you, it doesn’t work for us. That’s our Customer Satisfaction Guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied with your Vanity Planet purchase, please review our return and refund policies on our website.

VANITYPLANET.COM
INFO@VANITYPLANET.COM

There are no express warranties except as listed above. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.

Please do not return this product to the retailer. Contact us directly for warranty service.